Joint Education Oversight Committee (JEOC)
Research & Available Documents

I. JEOC Briefings
   - ALEKS
   - Early Learning & Development
   - ODE Strategic Planning Work Group
   - 2018 Report Cards
   - Superintendent’s Graduation Advisory Group
   - Value Added

II. JEOC Reviews
    - Academic Distress Commission Youngstown
    - AI Scoring Engines
    - Chicago Child Parent Centers Program
    - Economic Impact of Preschools
    - GPA & EOC Graduation Points
    - Step up to Quality Validation Study

III. JEOC Reports
     - Early Learning & Development Programs

IV. JEOC Presentations
    - Ohio House Speaker’s Taskforce on Education & Poverty

V. JEOC Newsletters
    - 2016 – August, September, October, November, December
    - 2017 – January, February, March/April, May, June/July, August/September
    - 2018 – All 12 months of the year.
    - 2019 – January, February, March, April, May, June, July/August

VI. JEOC Updates
    - March through September (24 total)

VII. Report Card Papers
     - Achievement Brief
     - Achievement Review
     - Gap Closing Brief
     - Gap Closing Review
     - Graduation Brief
     - Graduation Review
     - Improving At Risk K-3 Readers Review
     - JEOC Brief Value Added (4/19/2018)
     - Overall Grade Review
     - Prepared for Success Review
     - Progress Review

VIII. Unreleased Drafts (Internally Approved)
      - Academic Distress Commissions
      - Assessment Report
      - Benefit of Graduation Requirements
- Computer Adaptive Testing
- Graduation Rates
- Large Scale Assessment
- NAEP
- OST Validity
- Preschool: Review of Lipsey paper
- Proficiency
- Third Grade Reading Guarantee
- WorkKeys

Description:

JEOC Briefing: Provides a summary and highlights key information and facts on a topic, usually a few pages.

JEOC Review: The next step up from the Briefings, with additional and more in-depth analysis.

JEOC Report: Heavily researched and cited document, overall a much longer than the Briefings and Reviews.

JEOC Newsletter: Monthly released document that gives detailed updates on State Board of Education meetings and other important and related group meetings involving education policies.

JEOC Update: Weekly released document that provides summaries and links to official reports and new research from state agencies and other bodies related to education policies.